PERSONALIZED PERFORMANCE FOR HYBRID WORK.

We make it intelligent. You make it yours.

The world’s most intelligent business PCs*.

Dell Optimizer empowers high-end users with Dell Optimizer — a built-in AI-based optimization software that learns and responds to the way you work. It's the future of performance. Dell Optimizer analyzes audio and network activity in real-time and delivers louder, clearer tone to speech and is ideal for conferencing and podcasting. And it provides a constant, clear connection3.

Dell Optimizer adapts to your behavior so you can work smarter, not harder. It recommends the best performance settings for your tasks and adjusts performance on-the-fly, so you can perform your best. Dell Optimizer continuously learns from your daily tasks and adapts to your changing needs. So whether you're gaming, content creation, or business applications, Dell Optimizer will keep your system running smoothly.

Power management features like ExpressCharge†, ExpressSign-In†, and Dell Rapid Charge ensures you can work at your best. ExpressCharge† can recharge system battery from 0% up to 80% within 60 minutes3, and 80% within 90 minutes. With ExpressSign-In†, your system will auto-power on and log you in as you walk within range. And if you lose your password, ExpressSign-In† can help you regain access.

Optimize system performance and save power with Dell Optimizer’s features. Dell Optimizer can also analyze system and network activity to prevent intruders from accessing your system. Dell Optimizer features and functionality differ by device. Dell Optimizer not available on Latitude Chromebook Enterprise.

Dell Technologies has a Dell Optimizer-powered system that intelligently eliminates output levels without feedback. Distortion reduction improves audio quality and clarity, so you can hear every detail. ExpressResponse lets you look away from the screen based on user behavior. And Look Away Detect lets you look away from the screen when an intruder is detected. ExpressConnect helps you find the strongest network when available. And Automatic Network Switching prioritizes conference apps while downloading less buffering. ExpressSign-In lets you connect, collaborate and perform, wherever you are.

6 Dell Optimizer features and functionality differ by device. Dell Optimizer not available on Latitude Chromebook Enterprise.

In the latest iteration of Dell Optimizer, we’re introducing a suite of Intelligent Privacy features.* The world’s most comprehensive suite of Intelligent Privacy features.*

Innovations in technology have also improved the performance of your system diagnostics. Dell Optimizer allows you to connect, collaborate and perform, wherever you are. Dell Optimizer adapts to your behavior and provides a constant, clear connection.

POWER TO THE CREATORS.

ExpressResponse, Intelligent Audio, and Intelligent Privacy combine to help you reach ultimate productivity. Dell Technologies has a Dell Optimizer-powered system that intelligently eliminates output levels without feedback. Distortion reduction improves audio quality and clarity, so you can hear every detail. ExpressResponse lets you look away from the screen based on user behavior. And Look Away Detect lets you look away from the screen when an intruder is detected. ExpressConnect helps you find the strongest network when available. And Automatic Network Switching prioritizes conference apps while downloading less buffering. ExpressSign-In lets you connect, collaborate and perform, wherever you are.

6 Dell Optimizer features and functionality differ by device. Dell Optimizer not available on Latitude Chromebook Enterprise.

In the latest iteration of Dell Optimizer, we’re introducing a suite of Intelligent Privacy features.* The world’s most comprehensive suite of Intelligent Privacy features.*

Innovations in technology have also improved the performance of your system diagnostics. Dell Optimizer allows you to connect, collaborate and perform, wherever you are. Dell Optimizer adapts to your behavior and provides a constant, clear connection.

* Based on Dell internal analysis of competitive PC performance software and applications, September 2021. Intelligent Privacy is available on select Dell systems and devices.

** ExpressCharge must be enabled within Dell Power Manager software. System must be powered off or in hibernation mode for ExpressCharge feature to function.

† ExpressCharge must be enabled within Dell Power Manager software. System must be powered off or in hibernation mode for ExpressCharge function.

20% to 35% battery life in just 20 minutes. Charge up to 80% in an hour and up to 100% in about 3 hours.

3x faster app and data processing.

8x faster video streaming.

30% less buffering.

3x faster file transfers.
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Features and functionality differ by device.  Dell Optimizer is not available on Latitude Chromebook Enterprise.

Learn More ›